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Global
Concerns over slower growth
for world economy

How much of a slowdown?
We expect this slowdown to be temporary
unless trade wars undermine business confidence
Capital expenditure orders remain healthy
%, y/y (3m,monthly average)

Cooling
Chinese economy

Falling
commodity prices

Stronger dollar
weigh on activity
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All these factors
are interrelated:
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China is a major consumer of commodities whose
prices tend to be depressed by periods of dollar
strength
Trade wars could have created a boom and bust
as importers front loaded spending to avoid higher
tariffs and are now cutting back, hitting commodities
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Schroders Economics Group , 27 July 2018.

Impact on US consumers?
The combination of trade tariffs and tax cuts
likely to bring higher inflation to the US

Europe
UK government sets out
proposal for the EU
relationship after Brexit:
‘Soft’ Brexit

proposal for manufacturers
pushing for free trade deal
and frictionless borders
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We see chances of no-deal
cliff edge Brexit at 35-40%,
‘Hard’ Brexit
for service sectors –
negative for financial
services especially
investment banks

but 60-65% chance that UK moves
into a transition period from end of
March 2019

China
Recent concerns over
Chinese reminbi (CNY)
dropping 5% in a month
5%

However, concerns overblown
as this is unlikely to be start of a
currency war, or repeat of 2015

This fall largely reflects an
unwind of earlier strength –
the currency is in line with its
trade weighted basket

ALARM

BREAK GLASS

Devaluation carries sufficient
risk that it will only be a
weapon of last resort, not first

Source: Schroders as at August 2018

Important Information: Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the
income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts originally invested. Exchange rate changes may
cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall. All investments involve risks including the risk of possible loss of principal. The
forecasts included should not be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only as at the date of issue. Our forecasts are based on our
own assumptions which may change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or opinion and assume no obligation to provide you
with any changes to our assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts and assumptions may be affected by external economic or other factors.
The views and opinions contained herein are those of Schroders’ Economics team and may not necessarily represent views expressed or reflected in other Schroders
communications, strategies or funds and may change. The material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material
is not intended to provide and should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Reliance should not be placed on the views and
information in this document when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does not warrant its
completeness or accuracy. Any data has been sourced by us and is provided without any warranties of any kind. It should be independently verified before further publication
or use. Third party data is owned or licenced by the data provider and may not be reproduced, extracted or used for any other purpose without the data provider’s consent.
Neither we, nor the data provider, will have any liability in connection with the third party data. Any references to securities, sectors, regions and/or countries are for
illustrative purposes only. To the extent that you are in North America, this content is issued by Schroder Investment Management North America Inc., an indirect wholly
owned subsidiary of Schroders plc and SEC registered adviser providing asset management products and services to clients in the US and Canada. For all other users, this
content is issued by Schroder Investment Management Limited, 31 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7QA. Registered No. 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. CS00371.

